
What is Conservatism? 

 

In this paper, I argue that there is a form of conservatism whose core claim is the following 

conjunction: (1) traditions have a considerable degree of content-independent default credibility and 

(2) civil peace is the highest social good. I call (1) the ‘tradition claim’ and (2) the ‘civil peace claim’. 

I respond to an important objection to this account of conservatism, which I call the ‘vacuity 

objection’. This objection states that conservatism is not a distinctive view. There are no features 

which individuate conservatism. Hence, the term ‘conservatism’ is empty. I demonstrate that (1) and 

(2) are distinctive commitments. However, I do not argue for conservatism. I only seek to demonstrate 

that it is not vacuous.   

The tradition claim individuates conservatism. Conservatives argue that traditions have content-

independent default credibility. Furthermore, they take traditions to provide moderate-strength 

reasons for action and belief. The adherents of other views do not make this claim. They either do not 

accept that traditions are reason-giving or they attribute only weak reason-giving power to traditions.  

One might object that conservatives are committed to the claim that traditions are reason-giving, but 

do not accept that they are reason-giving independently of their content. We can conceive of 

traditions, e.g. socialist traditions, which the conservative would presumably reject.  

I reply that conservatives can and must accept socialist traditions, given their stated opposition to 

assessing existing institutions by appeal to predefined values. This reply raises the worry that 

conservatism is indeed vacuous, for then it appears to be indistinguishable from socialism. I respond 

that socialists accept their traditions only because those traditions embody socialist values. If 

conservatives were to endorse socialist traditions, it would be because they are traditions and not 

because of their content.  

The civil peace claim individuates conservatism. Conservatives argue that civil peace’s instantiation 

requires a minimal degree of security in society and a certain social and moral order.  

Regarding the social order, civil peace requires a system of rules which, when followed, allows 

individuals to pursue their private agendas, whilst causing minimal disruption to others. This social 

order cannot be designed, because its rules are encoded in traditions. Hence, traditions, when 

followed, reconcile the competing claims of individual autonomy and social cohesion.   

In respect of the moral order, it is not sufficient for the rules to be accepted, they must be followed, 

and that requires the possession of distinctive virtues on the part of the citizen. Civil peace, and the 

order on which it depends, require that citizens be disposed to act on rules whose origins they do not 

know, and the justification for which isn’t always apparent (c.f. Hayek 1988:66-88). Scruton 

(somewhat archaically) calls this virtue ‘piety’. The adherents of other political views do not make 

these claims. Hence, the vacuity objection fails.  


